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Exercise 1. Consider the formula
(

∀Xp(X,X)
)

∧
(

∀X∀Y ∀Z(p(X,Y )∧p(Y,Z)) → p(X,Z)
)

∧
(

∀X∀Y p(X,Y )∨p(Y,X)
)

→ ∃Y ∀Xp(Y,X)

a) Show that every interpretation with a finite domain is a model.
b) Find an interpretation which is not a model.

Exercise 2.

a) Define a Prolog predicate sum(X,Y,Z) which succeeds, iff two integers X and Y between
1 and 10 sum up to the integer Z.
Example: sum(5,6,11) succeeds.

b) Extend the definition, s.t. for two given integers X and Y, their sum Z can be computed.
Example: sum(5,6,Z) computes Z.

c) Give the answers for the query ?- sum(X,Y,10).

Exercise 3.

Implement a Prolog program to help scheduling routes for the freight forwarding business. The
program uses the following knowledge base, giving distances between major cities in Germany.

Hamburg,Bremen,80 Hamburg,Hannover,110

Hamburg,Berlin,230 Bremen,Hannover,100

Bremen,Dortmund,200 Hannover,Kassel,140

Hannover,Nuernberg,380 Dortmund,Kassel,130

Dortmund,Koeln,80 Kassel,Wuerzburg,180

Kassel,Frankfurt,180 Frankfurt,Wuerzburg,110

Nuernberg,Muenchen,160

a) Represent the distances with a Prolog predicate dist(city0,city1,km).
Test your implementation with queries like ?- dist(dortmund,bremen,Km),
?- dist(From,To,180), and ?- dist(From,To,Km).

b) The Prolog predicate route(From,To) should succeed, iff there is a route between From

and To.
Tests should include route(muenchen,berlin), route(ulm,halle), and finally rou-

te(frankfurt,To).
c) Define a ternary predicate route(From,To,Route) which has the same functionality

as route/2 w.r.t. the first and second parameters From and To. Additionally, the third
parameter, Route, contains the cities already visited in order to avoid cycles (i.e. visiting
a city more than once).
Thorough testing should include ground and non-ground queries, e.g.,
?- route(dortmund,X,[kassel]).

d) The Prolog predicate shortestpath(From,To,Route,Km) should succeed, iff the mini-
mal distance between the cities From and To is Km along Route.
Tests should include, e.g., shortestpath(kassel,bremen,[hannover],X).

Mind the upper/lower-case notation and the closing period in Prolog.


